Pentaho Mobile BI

Pentaho Mobile offers a complete business analytics
experience, including interactive analysis, rich
visualization, dashboards, operational and enterprise
reports on the iPad. With a tightly-coupled platform
of business and data integration, Pentaho is uniquely
capable of delivering data from any source, anywhere
and anytime.

Instant and Interactive Visualization
Pentaho’s interactive visualizations empower business
users to instantly explore information on their iPads,
uncover problem areas, spot outliers and find answers.
End users no longer need to wait until they are in the
office to access a report or run a new analysis. Pentaho
Mobile provides:
�	Immersive visual discovery, with touch-enabled drag
and drop, filtering, sorting and drill-through capabilities
�	Attractive, boardroom-style dashboards, reports
and visualizations
�	Exploration of any data with a broad set of
interactive charts types, including:
✦ Bubble charts
✦ Scatter plots
✦	Heat grids

Authoring New Ad
Hoc Analysis from
the iPad
Pentaho Mobile Home Screen
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Power to Create New Reports and Analysis
Decision-makers demand easier ways to add metrics
and create new analysis quickly, beyond simple viewing
of data. Pentaho Mobile not only puts interactive data
exploration capabilities in the hands of end-users, but
also enables them to create new reports even when
they are on the go.
Mobile-Optimized User Experience
With a touch-enabled interface, business users have
all the capabilities of the office, accessible from their
iPads. Pentaho Mobile incorporates native gestures
of the iPad, such as:

Pentaho Mobile Navigation
and Browsing

�	Native navigation and browsing
�	Pinch to zoom, tapping, drag and drop
� Swipe-through open documents
Pentaho’s personalization capabilities help decisionmakers act upon their recurring business metrics more
quickly and easily on the iPad. These capabilities include:

Embedding Pentaho into
an iPhone Insurance App

�	Tagging favorites
�	Customizing start-up location
Easy Embedding into Mobile Apps

Create Once, Access Anywhere

Pentaho’s web-based and open architecture enables
ISV and SaaS providers to build a wide variety of
industry-specific or domain-specific analytic applications for mobile platforms.

Pentaho dashboards are built to be mobile. Simply publish
your dashboards to the Pentaho server and the system will
automatically detect if you are accessing content using an
iPad – immediately delivering a touch-enabled experience.

Pentaho’s customers in insurance, retail and healthcare
have integrated Pentaho into their mobile applications.

WHAT CUSTOMERS LOVE ABOUT PENTAHO MOBILE:


Intuitive user
experience and
information exploration

Attractive
visualizations

Ability to author
new reports from
the iPad

No additional cost
for mobile users
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To learn more about Pentaho software and services, contact
Pentaho at pentaho.com/contact or +1 (866) 660-7555
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